Want to ACE the SAT Math TEST?
Come to the SAT prep workshop in Modesto!
Start familiarizing yourself with
the form, format, and content.
Don’t wait till your junior year.
Start your practice now!
Save the Date for the upcoming SAT prep sessions.
•
•
•
•

When: Wednesdays - June 12 to August 21 (5:30pm - 8:30pm)
Where: UC Merced Venture Lab Modesto - 1000 L Street (Double Tree)
Map: https://www.google.com/maps/@37.641956,-121.0038654,17z
Cost: $500.00 (You get 36 hours - 3 hours for 12 sessions)

Why should I take this workshop?
This is a preparatory workshop with plenty of drill and practice for
maximizing your score..
It is a MUST if you plan on taking SAT on August 24, 2019
Prepping for SAT is like prepping for YOUR SPORTS TEAMS…
You need to practice ..
You need to develop muscle memory.
SAT is no different … It is a different kind of “remembering and problem
solving” than studying for an A in a math class.
Knowing is not enough!
Getting the correct answer is not enough!
You have not only to get it right but get the correct answer figured even as
you read the question. SPEED and ACCURACY are KEY!
That is what this SAT Prep will give you.
Speed and Accuracy
It will show you the path…
It will teach you tips and techniques on the SAT Math…
Not just that … it will teach you WHAT TO DO AND WHAT NOT TO DO
WHEN TAKING THE TEST. You need that edge to maximize your score!

FAQ for Summer SAT Prep Workshop
Question: I am an 8th grader. Will be in 9th grade in Fall. Should I be
attending this now?
Answer: Yes … It is never too early to start this preparation. This is like
taking a math class. Except you learn by doing problems. You will learn
the concepts as you try to solve the problems.
Question: I have not had a Geometry class yet. How can I expect to get
much from this Prep session?
Answer: You have been exposed to a lot of Geometry and Measurement
by now. This type of Q & A will trigger you to think and search for
answers using the resources you have. In that process (as you make errors)
your brain power will fire to make you a good problem solver.
Question: Should I sign up to take SAT in August?.
Answer: Absolutely. Preparing for a test like SAT requires more than
knowing the material. It requires confidence in your ability to do well on
this test. It also requires being familiar with the test and getting the
experience of knowing exactly what to expect.
Question: Is it possible to develop confidence to score well in a high
stress test like this?
Answer: Yes! Confidence is the outcome or by product of Competence.
Competence in mastering the content! This test prep series will increase
your competence in tackling the content and the strategies. You shall, with
regular attendance and coaching master the form and format of providing
the responses quickly and correctly.
DO NOT WAIT!
DO NOT HESITATE!
REGISTER NOW!
For registration form go to :
www.sundarSTEAMacademy.com
www.sundarsacademy.com
Additional information :
E-mail: drsundarmathcenter@gmail.com
Cell: (209) 918-2469

